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Session mud map 
● A growing vision for democracy: 

Skoff - democracy as a human value 

Gilligan - ‘ethic of care’ revolution

Australia reMade - ‘stitching us all in together’ 

● How did we get here? Seeing what is around us. 
● Group discussions
● Reflections & next steps 



Skof - democracy as ethical citizenship
● Democracy means much more than our political system alone. It’s about:

● how we treat each other, how we build communities in which ethical citizens 
actively care for the most vulnerable

● how we nurture co-responsibility 

● democracy as a human value 

Democracy as Human Value: On the Idea of Ethical Citizenship - 2017 Simone Weil Lecture on 
Human Values by Lenart Škof - Professor of Philosophy &Head of the Institute for Philosophical 
Studies at the Science and Research Centre of Koper, Slovenia. Presented by the Australian 
Catholic University

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/democracy-as-human-value/8674272


Invitation to join an ‘ethic of care’ revolution   (Vision) 

Central thesis of Carol Gilligan’s groundbreaking psychology research:

‘That the requisites for love and the requisites for citizenship in a democratic 
society are one and the same.’

● “The resistance that gripped my attention was a resistance to disassociation. 
In coming of age, the girls [and boys] were… resisting pressures to disengage 
themselves from their honest voices.” 

● Adolescent development, evolutionary anthropology, neurobiology & 
values psychology - challenging long held assumptions 

● Honest voices =  emotion is not walled off from thought, baby in the 
classroom, resisting injustice, within we have the resources we need 

● Ripple effect of patriarchy - crisis of connection, sense of distance and 
losing the grounds of our humanity 



Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern speaks to NZ parliament

On a quiet Friday afternoon, a man stormed into a place of peaceful worship and 
took away the lives of 50 people.

That quiet Friday afternoon has become our darkest of days.

But for the families, it was more than that.

It was the day that the simple act of prayer — of practising their Muslim faith and 
religion — led to the loss of their loved ones' lives.

Those loved ones were brothers, daughters, fathers, mothers and children.

They were New Zealanders. They are us.

And because they are us, we, as a nation, we mourn them.

We feel a huge duty of care to them. And Mr Speaker, we have so much we feel the 
need to say and to do.



The story 
of our 
sons…

...which is 
our story...  



How did we get here? 
“The story of the last decade in Australia is one of a loss of faith in many of 
the institutions that anchored our society. And it is part of a greater story 
written across the Western world.” (politics, banks, business, Christian church) 

● We find ourselves in an age when everyone knows something is broken but no one 
knows how to fix it. Chris Uhlmann, SMH 27/3/19 

● First step - what do we agree on? Parliamentary democracy, rule of secular 
law and equality of opportunity for all. 

● Understand values to build bridges, work across the spectrum 
● Patriarchy delivers the tough guy politicians & populism 



Rise of tough guy politicians 



Australia reMade - A thriving democracy 
Our democracy serves our people & inspires the world 

● Government exists for the people
● We know how democracy works & we are confident to play our part in it
● Our elected leaders serve the greater good and are visionary 
● They think beyond the next election cycle, to the next generation 
● Parliament mirrors the diversity of our population
● Democratic principles, protocols, checks & balances are respected, upheld 

as well as passed on across party lines & generations  



Democracy means how we treat each other...
Group discussions: 

● What does it mean at an everyday level if the ‘prerequisites for a 
thriving democracy are the same as caring relationships?’

● If democracy is a skill, how do we develop the skills required by ethical 
citizens and communities to actively care for the most vulnerable? 

● What practical ways can we use an ‘ethic of care’ to shift the 
democracy paradigm? Roles, actions, opportunities, narratives 

● How do we communicate these expectations widely and consistently? 
How do we use our ‘voice’?




